
Clan Elliot Origins

For the father's father of the Eliott, Elliot, Elliott and Eliot

The origins of the border names Eliott/Elliot, have been highly documented by the following research 
genealogists, and  historians, most of the name Eliott/Elliot to be of Elwald/Elwalde/Elwold origins;

Eliott;11th Baronet of Stobs, Arthur Eliott;



George Tancred in his Annauls of a Border  Club;

The Border Elliots and the Family of Minto By;

Walter Elliot in his article The Elliot who took on Bothwell;

|The Elliot who took on Bothwell Published Date: 13:13 Monday 06 July 2009 The Southern Reporter 
By Walter Elliot



http://www.thesouthernreporter.co.uk/news/local-headlines/the-elliot-who-took-on-bothwell-1-107850

Reference to the name (Elwald, Elwalde, and or Elwold) being associated to Northumbland is also 
contained in the research of  these renowned genealogical historians.

For the father's father of the Elliott, Elliot, Eliott, Eliot; The Dowager Lady Eliott of Stobs, Sir Arthur
Eliott, 11th  Baronet of Stobs, have like the old Eliot-Elliot-Eliott-Elliott name poem spell their name 

with a single l, and a double t 
and they are from Stobs. 

George Franscis Scott Elliot, and Walter Elliot are the Elliot from Scotland; Minto and Wolflee, 

Noted; The relation between the Crosare (Crozier), Elwald (Ellot), Home (Hume), in the Minto 
(Wolflee/Wolfhopelee) regions is shown in a Declaration of Sasine to David of Home 1436, when a 
Johannis Elwald, and a Jacobi Crosare witness the deed of David Hume receiving land from of Wolflee
and Wolfhopelee from William Douglas. (rf Report on the Manuscripts of Colonel David Milne Home 
of Wedderburn Castle, Issue 2  Great Britain. Royal Commission on 
Historical Manuscripts H. M. Stationery Office, 1902 - Home family)

they have a double l and a single t.

The English Eliot given census surname distribution of 1881, show them being of the St Germans, 
Cornwall near Port Eliot southwest coast of England.

http://gbnames.publicprofiler.org/Map.aspx enter; Elliot.

For the Elliot, Eliott, Eliot, and Elliot the old verse holds true;

The double L and single T
Descent from Minto and Wolflee,
The double T and single L
Mark the old race in Stobs that dwell.
The single L and single T
The Eliots of St Germains be,
But double T and double L,
Who they are nobody can tell.

Robert Bell in "The Book of Scots-Irish Family Names" "For double L and double T, the Scots should 
look across the sea!" (German Wikipedia)
https://de.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=Clan_Elliot&stable=0&shownotice=1&fromsection=Namensherkunft

 

http://www.thesouthernreporter.co.uk/news/local-headlines/the-elliot-who-took-on-bothwell-1-107850
https://de.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Clan_Elliot&stable=0&shownotice=1&fromsection=Namensherkunft
https://de.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Clan_Elliot&stable=0&shownotice=1&fromsection=Namensherkunft
http://gbnames.publicprofiler.org/Map.aspx


Aliot a town in Southern France became Eliot Northern France (Breton), and southern England (St. 
Germain).

Surname distribution map for the name Elliot shows dual origins;



The forested groves where Elwald are recorded living in 1540

 The forested groves of 1376 where Elwald living in 1540
Braidley Burn, Dinley Burn, Gorrenberry Burn and Twislehope (Twylishop) Burn,  from where the 
Hermitage Water flows through the hamlets of Dinley (Dunlie) and Gorrenberry; 



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermitage_Water, showing names are still being used.

Gorrenberry, Braidlie, Hermitage, and Sundhope are names still in use today in Planning the 
proposed Windy Edge (Hermitage Castle) wind farm.

13th century;

Alanus Elfwold recorded in Bec, Norfolk 1248; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beck_Hall, and Robert 
Elwald son of Alan is found in Oulton, Norfolk, about 12 miles (20 km) 
away .https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oulton,_Norfolk .
 
Alanus Elfwold where Elwold, and Elwald are used in conjunction with each other, and are early 
forms of Ellot/Elliot. Elfwold  is an Anglo-Danish name where the Danish  elk (elg; US moose) , and 
the Danish wolf (ulf), where personal names previous to surnames Elg, and Ulf were Danish personal 
names. It is felt since the elk (moose) and wolf where extinct or near extinction for the 
wolf, that the name from Elf (from English elf) was use for Anglo-Danish of the name Elgwald 
(Denmark) or Elchwald (Germany). The surname Elfwold became Elwald for a line of Elliot chiefs 
with the name Robert Elwald. By or beginning the next century 
'''Robert Elwald son of '''Alan''' moved on to Rimington ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rimington ).  
'''Robert Elwald''' of the Redheugh Cheif" (sasine/deed) in 1476, according to a predigree ca.1704 
(previos to Stobs fire), this Chief Robert Elwald is felt to be the 10th of the name. (rf;  ROBERT 
THE 10TH The Elliots; The Story of the Border Clan page 12, Sir Arthur Eliott 1986).

In the Lariston Tree below Robert Elliot of Lariston, the 15th, is brother to Martin Elliot of nearby 
Prickinghaugh.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rimington
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oulton,_Norfolk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beck_Hall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermitage_Water


In the Lariston Tree below Robert Elliot of Lariston, the 15th, is brother to Martin Elliot of nearby 
Prickinghaugh.

Redheugh Deed 1484; Walter Scot of Edschaw, where schaw means forest, which is south of the 
Hermitage, and north of Mangerton, where the people like the Scots today are referred to as Scott, the 
people referred to as Elwald (of the forest groves) first live, it was not for centuries later when 
surnames were required did they acquire the surname Elwald, like the Scots, acquired the surname 
Scot. Brothers Cessford, and William Elwald of Gorrenberry, likely next younger brother to Robert 
become of Redheugh.

(1476 of Redheugh-1248 of Northfolk)/10th = 22.8 years per generation.

Mark S. Elliott      12/24/2015


